A MESSAGE TO OUR COURSE REGISTRANTS REGARDING COVID-19 (7.15.20)
We have worked closely with our hotel partners to modify our meeting room set up to the
most stringent health and safety guidelines.
The meeting rooms are set with 1 chair per
table, which will allow for a 6-feet or more
radius around each seat, and a minimum of
65 square feet per person in the meeting
room. Due to the reduced meeting room
capacity, attendance will be limited to 30%
of our usual maximum enrollment. All
attendees also have the option of logging
into the live webinar stream and
watching lectures from their guest
rooms, outdoor public space, or
anywhere with wifi access.
In our welcome email that we send you the week before the course starts, in addition to
reminders about the schedule, links to download a color .pdf of the syllabus, weblinks to
claim your CME and SA-CME credits, we will also be providing information about new
check-in procedures and reminders about seating and mask-wearing. We do not require
sign-ins to verify your attendance; you will be able to certify your attendance online and
print out your own certificates.
Our host hotels have issued guidelines to ensure all guests have a safe stay - you can find
a weblink to their protocols on the course webpage.
Everyone must make the right decision for themselves and their family on their choices
for continuing medical education. We now offer a webinar registration option for most of
our courses - the live webinar offers the same number of CME and SAMs credit as the
scheduled courses and includes 14-day access to re-play. In addition, we offer fully
accredited On-Demand CME courses.
We are cautiously optimistic about being able to proceed with learning as scheduled,
however, we are monitoring the situation closely. To offer you flexibility, all cancelations
received by September 30th are fully refundable.

